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Category: Writing

Title: Syntactic Maturity Test for Narrative Writing

Author: Fritz Dauterman

Age Range: Intermediate-Post Secondary

Description of Instrument:

Purpose: To measure syntactic fluency or maturity in narrative

writing.

Late of Construction: 1969

Physical Description: SMTNW is in two parts: (1) the test itself,

a group of seventy-six kernel sentences making a coherent narrative and

(2) a means of syntactic analysis of the written samples that result when

respondents rewrite the narrative, combining the kernel sentences. The

test is based on a synopsis of a portion of The Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn, the seventy-six kernel sentences arranged in five separate sections.

Combining kernel sentences in as many ways as they can, respondents work

through the sections in order. The resulting narratives are then given a

grammatical analysis to determine the level of syntactic maturity.

The first level of analysis involves enumerating the following indices:

subordination ratio, number of words per subordinate clause, number of words

per T-unit, and the average level at which constituent kernels are embedded

.in or attached to a matrix. The second level of analysis involves counting

the frequency of use of certain grammatical constructions.

Validity, Reliability, and Normative Data:

Validity of SMTNW rests on the accuracy of transformational-generative

grammar and on the research of Kellogg Hunt in the development of syntactic

fluency.
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ater reliability data for the analysis itself is reported. Nor

is reliability data reported on the measure itself.

Normative data is available ona sample of 216 middle class Ohio
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This test is composed of several sections. Each section is
made up of several short sentences, each of which represents a
single idea.

In this test you will combine the short sentences in each
section into one or more larger sentences. After you complete
one section, you will immediately go on to the next. You may
combine the short sentences in any one section in any way you
wish. Look at the following example:

1. A man avoids argumen:s. A man avoids arguments is tactful.
2. A man is tactful. A man who is tactful avoids arguments.

Some of the short sentences will contain the word something
which will stand for another idea. The following short sentence
will tell what that idea is.

1. I hope something. I hope the team will win.
2. (something =) The team will win.

When you combine the short sentences in any section, make
sure you account for all the ideas in a section and make sure that
you don't add any ideas not given. What errors can you find in
the following example?

1. We won the championship. When we won the champion-
2. Mr. Briggs spoke to the students. ship bx defeating South,
3. Mr. Briggs is our principal. Mr. Briggs, spoke to the

students.

When you combine the short sentences in any section, you do
not have to follow the same sequence of short sentences as given
in that section. Notice what happens to the following sequence
of short sentences when they are combined into a single, larger
sentence.

1. The man left.
2. It began to rain.
3. The man was old.

When it began to rain, the old
man left.

Remember, finally, that in most sections you will have to
combine the short sentences into two or more longer sentences.
Keep in mind that this examination is not designed to measure
how many short sentences you can combine into a single, larger
sentence; rather it is designed to determine how mature you are
in the use of written language.
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1. Huckelberry Finn and Tom Sawyer had found a box.
2. The box contained gold.
3. Judge Thatcher had taken the money.
4. Judge Thatcher had invested the money.
5. Judge Thatcher had given the boys a huge allowance.
6. Widow Douglas had taken Huck home.
7. Widow Douglas wanted something.
8. (something=) Widow Douglas should civilize Huck.
9. At first Huck did not like something.

10. (something=) Huck lived with Widow' Douglas.
11. Huck had to go to school.
12. Huch had to learn something.
13. (something=) Huck read.
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SECTION B

14. Huck knew something.
15. (something) Huck's father would return.
16. Huck's father would hunt Huck for the money.
17. Huck's father finally showed up one night in Huck's room.
18. Huck's father took Huck away to a cabin.
19. The cabin was in the woods.
20. At the cabin Huck's father kept Huck something.
21. (something) Huck was a prisoner.
22. Buck's father periodically beat Huck.
23. Huck's father half starved Huck.
24. One night Huck sneaked away.
25. Huck left behind him a trail.
26. The trail was bloody.
27. The blood was from a pig.
28. Huck killed the pig.
29. Everyone would believe something.
30. (something) Huck was dead.
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SECTION C

31. Huck took a boat to Jackson's Island.
32. Huck hid at Jackson's Island.
33. The excitement had blown over.
34. Later Huck went to another part of the island.
35. There he discovered Jim.
36. Jim was a slave.
37. Jim had run off.
38. Huck and Jim stayed on the island many days.
39. Huck and Jim hunted and fished.
40. The townspeople searched the island.
41. Huck and Jim headed down the Mississippi.
42. Huck and Jim planned somethity;.
43. (something=) They would go to Cairo.
44. At Cairo they would take a steamboat to free territory.
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SECTION D

45. One night they were drifting on a raft down the Mississippi.
46. A boat loomed up before them.
47. The boat smashed the raft.
48. Huck and Jim swam for shore.
49. Shortly afterward they met two men.
50. The two men pretended something.
51. (something) The two men were royalty.
52. The two men called themselves the Duke and the King.
53. The two men made many demands upon Huck and Jim.
54. The two men were schemers.
55. In one town the Duke and the King staged a show.
56. The show was a fake.
57. The show netted the Duke and the King a few hundred dollars,
58. The Duke and the King received the money.
59. The Duke and the King ran off.
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SECTION E

60. In another town tho two men heard about something.
61. (something") Peter Wilke died,
62. Wilke left his estate to his three daughters.
63. Wilke' two brothers were living in England.
64. No one in town had ever seen the two brothers.
65. The Duke aAd the King went to the three daughters.
66. The daughters were Mary Jane, SUsan, and Joanna.
67. The Duke and the King pretended something.
68. (sorething") The Duke and the King were the girls' uncles.
69. The Duke and the King put up the girls' property for auction.
70, This deed saddened the girls.
71. Huck did not want something.
72. (something") The girls were unhappy.
73. Huck employed numerous lies,
74. Huck exposed the Duke and the King.
75. Huck and Jim escaped on the raft.
76. The Duke and the King followed Huck and Jim down the river.
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Grammatical Analysis

The study involves two types of analysis. The first type

involves the enumeration of different types of indices in an

attempt to determine which is the most accurate index by which

to measure students' syntactic fluency in writing. The second

type involves comparisons of the frequency of grammatical con-

structions which resulted when students e':Iployed different

generalized transformations to combine identical sets of kernel-

like T-units.

In the first type of analysis four different indices by

which :o gauge maturity in writing were considered. The first

index is the subordination ratio. Rather than employing the

LaBrant ratio, in which all predicates are counted as clauses,

the investigator employed Hunt's version of the ratio, in which

coordinated verb phrases are treated as being a part of a single

clause.

The second index is the mean number of words per subor-

dinate clause. This index, which has been used by LaBrant and

Hunt, involves several arbitrary decisions. For example, if a

subordinate clause is embedded within'a second subordinate

clause, should the words within the most deeply embedded clause
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also be added to the word count of its matrix subordinate

clause? For instance, in the sentence That the man who was respon-,

sible would be punished was open to question, should who was

responsible be counted separately but not as part of its matrix

subordinate clause or should its words be counted separately and

also again as part of its immediate matrix? If one makes the

former choice, he ignores the fact that the who clause is indeed

part of the larger noun clause. If one makes the latter choice,

he inflates the total number of words in the two clauses; in the

latter case he would say that the two clauses contain 16 words,

which would be contrary to fact. The investigator took the former

option, including the word count of subordinate clauses embedded

into matrix subordinate clauses separately and again as part of

the wordage of the immediate matrix.

A second arbitrary decision relating to this index also

co()erns what to count as part of the subordinate clauses.

Christensen argues that certain constructions such as appositives

or absoulutes should not be included in the word count of sub-

ordinate clauses.
3

He reasons that, since they make a rhetorical

difference, all grammatically "loose or additive or unessential

or non-restrictive" constructions should be classified separately.

According to Christensen, his type of analysis will reveal that

the sentences of the beat writers will reveal a small word count

per clause. Christensenss objeCtions depend upon the definition

-3-
rrancis-Christensen, _"The Problem:-of-Defining a Mature-

Style," The English Journal, MI (April, 1960,-572-5704
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of clause. If a clause by one's definition does not contain

"Lose or additive or unessential or non-restrictive" constructions,

then mature writing will probably be marked by short clauses. If,

on the other hand, a clause by one's definition does contain

these constructions, then mature writing will probably be marked

by long clauses.

The investigator has taken the latter option. Since this

study is concerned with determining the most accurate index for

measuring syntactic fluency, the investigator employed the index

as it has previously been used, siding with the traditional

grammarian who would include "free modifiers" such as appositives

and absolute constructions as part of main or subordinate clauses.

The third index is the mean number of words per T-unit. The

T-unit is a segment of discourse in which all coordinating con-

junctions between main clauses have been eliminated, with all

sentence fragments deleted or attached to preceding or following

clauses. Hunt found that the mean number of words per T-unit

is the best predictor of grade; that is, the average number of

words per T-unit is the best index of students' maturity in

writing.

The fourth index, which is hypothesized as being the moat

accurate index of maturity in writing, is the average levelat

which constituent kernels are embedded in-or attached to a matrix.

It is assumed-that a sentence is made up of a matrix kernel'to

whipk-a-seriee of Optional_4inele may be addedoind'ehat-the

Constituent kernels embedded in or attached to the matrix may



have still other kernels embedded or attached to theM. The

notion of embedding or attaching a constituent kernel into a

matrix is based on the notion of a vneralized transformation,

which Chomsky advocated in Syntactic Structures and 'A Transfor-

mational Approach to Syntax." Although Chomsky in Aspects of a

Theory of Syntax abandons the notion of a generalized transfor-

mation (that is, one that involves two separate phrase markers),

favoring instead "a linear sequence of singulary transformations,"4

the notion of embedding constituent sentences into a matrix seems

like an immensely practical construct and will be employed in

this study.

In each sentence the matrix kernel is assigned a depth of 1.

Whenever coordination takes place, the latter coordinate element

takes on the same depth designation as the farmer element. If an

appositive or a non-restrl .tive clause is attached to the matrix,

it is assigned a depth of 2; if it is attached to a constituent

kernel, it has a number one higher than the element to which it

is attached. Similarly, subordinate clauses, participial phrases,

gerund phrases, infinitives, and the like have one Meer number

than the element to which they are attached. Finally, if there

is structural ambiguity, the lowest possible designation will

always be assigned.

Each element represents an underlying kernel rather than

surface structure modification. Thus, since the death of' Peter

4Noam Otomsky, -Aspects of 'a Ihlki of Syntax, p.-115.
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Wilks stems from the underlying kernel Peter Wilks died, it

would be counted as a single element rather than as two elements- -

that is, the noun modified by the prepositional phrase. To

determine the average level of embedding or attaching, the

investigator divided the total number of depth designations by

the total number of elements.

The following sentences taken from student's writing

illustrate the notion "average level of embedding or attaching,"

or more briefly, "average depth."

This high-handed deed made the girls sad.

Thd underlying kernels are assumed to be

This deed made X.

This deed is high-handed.

X= The girls are sad.

The', matrix This deed made X is assigned a 1; the two constituent

sentences are both embedded into the matrix and are assigned a

depth of 2. The total number of depth designations is 5, the

number of elements is 3, and the average level of embedding or

attaching is 5/3 or 1 2/3.

Huck's father took him to a cabin in the

woods where he kept, Huck a prisoner.

The underlying kernels are assumed to be

The father took him to a cabin.

Huck has a-father.-

The cabin'itvill the woods.

He kept-Huck something.



something Huck was a prisoner.

The matrix The father took him to a cabin is assigned a 1;

the next two constituent kernels--Huck has a father and The

cabin is in the woods--since they are both embedded into the

matrix are each assigned a 2; the constituent kernel He kept

Huck something contains a structural ambiguity in that it may

be embedded either into the preceding constituent kernel or

into the matrix. Since in the event of structural ambiguity the

lowest possible designation is always assigned, it is assumed

that the constituent kernel embeds into the matrix and is there-

fore assigned a 2. Since the final constituent kernel Huck was

a prisoner embeds into the preceding kernel, it is assigned a

3. In this sentence the total number of depth designations is

10, the number of elements is 5, and the average level of embed-

ding or attaching is 10/5 or 2.

Huck did pot like living with Widow

Douglas.because he had to go to school

and learn to read.

The underlying kernels are assumed to be

Huck did not like X.

X Huck lived with Widow Douglas.

Huck had to fa to school

Huck had to learn Y.

Yo Huck -ready (something).

The matrix kernel Huck did notlike-X is assigned a'1; -the two

_f011owing Constituent kernels are each assigned a 2 since they
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both embed into the matrix. The constituent kernel Huck had to

$o to school is construed as a single kernel with had as a

modal rather than as two kernels with a latter kernel, Huck

went to school, serving as an object of had. On the subject

Jespersen writes, "I have to with infinitive means 'am obliged

to' and has in the last few centuries been extensively used as

a substitute for must, chiefly because it allows of tense and

other distinctions not found in must."5 Huck had to learn Y,

which is coordinated with the preceding constituent kernel, is

also given a 2. The final kernel, Huck reads (something), is

embedded into the preceding constituent kernel and is assigned

a 3. The total number of depth designations is 10, the number

of elements is 5, and the average depth is 10/5 or 2.

The second type of analysis involves comparisons of the

frequency of use of certain grammatical constructions by

various groups of secondary school students. Comparisons

were made dealing with the grammatical constructions students

used in combining identical sets of kernel-like T-units. The

investigator listed for each student those constructions

which appeared as a result of combining the T-units on the

instrument. Theoretically, since there were 76 items on the

instrument, each student should have had a profile of 76 sets

of syntactic structures. However, certain students contrary

5Otto Jesperaen, Essentials of gallghGraptar (Forge
Village, Masi .1 The Univereity:Of-Alabama-lressi-1964),-p. 332.
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to the instructions given them did not account for all the "ideas"

expressed in the T-units, therefore necessitating the creation of an

n omission 11 category which indicated the failure of students to

account for certain T-units on the instrument.

The following designations represent the general types of

grammatical constructions encountered. For the purposes of

brevity the kernel-like T-units will be called kernels.

M represents a matrix kernel into which other constituent

kernels are embedded or attached. The matrix kernel, which may

have singulary transformations performed upon it, is generally

quite similar to the form of its corresponding T-unit on the

instrument.

and M, but M, for M represent the concatenation of matrix

kernels.

and pred, but pred, pred represent the concatenation

of predicates. and represents the deletion of the introductory

that.

nom (M) that, nom (M) what, etc. represent noun clauses.

that represents the deletion of the introductory that.

nom inf and nom gerund, represent nominalized infinitives

and gerunds.

sub-although,, sub-because, sub-since, sub-when, etc.

represent adverbial subordinate clauses.

rel-who, ref- which, ref -that, ad, represent relative clauses.

Ire -rel represents a relative clause immediately-ptoCeded

by 4 prePodition.
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inf represents an adjectival or adverbial infinitive or

infinitive phrase when it is the lone residue of the constituent

kernel.

%/king represents a participial phrase. Participials of all

tenses and voices are grouped together.

app represents appositives.

all represents a direct adjective which results when an

underlying constituent kernel with a predicate adjective is

embedded into a matrix,

abs con represents an absolute construction.

after+V+ing, while+V+ing, before+V+Ang, etc. represent

participial phrases preceded by various subordinators. This

construction involves the deletion of the subject and an auxiliary

or a copulative verb.

The following are illustrations of some of the more common

combinations of constructions which appeared as the residue of

constituent kernels.

nom (gen) Peter Wilks died Peter Wilks' death

nom+gen The pig bled. The blood of the pig

nom+inf Huck was sad. (It made) Huck to be sad.

With+nom+V+ing The two men followed with the two men
Huck. following Huck

The frequency with which these constructions are employed by

various groups-in combining-sentences was determined and subjected

to a statistical analysis. Those constructions which were used

faiily infrequently will-be-disCussed but did not-%%tov:itito the

statistical analysis. Other grammatical-constructions such'as



collapsed into a larger category (prep-rel) for the statistical


